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Introduction 
The growth of E-commerce and increasingly sophisticated supply chain management 
strategies used by today's businesses require truck travel demand forecasting tools that 
are capable of capturing the effects of those market and economic forces on trucks' trip-
making behaviors.   As the first step toward the development of such model, this study 
tackled the most fundamental but often neglected component of truck travel demand 
forecasting process, trip generation. Our effort focused on building prototype models for 
one specific type of facility, retail stores.  

Truck trip generation (TTG) analysis is a study to estimate the number of trucks coming 
in and out of a study area (e.g., a store, a shopping mall, or an industrial park). Thus, the 
TTG analysis provides transportation planners and public agencies with fundamental 
information, namely the usage of infrastructure in the vicinity of various businesses by 
trucks. This information is useful, for making transportation asset management decisions. 
Our approach for developing the new generation of TTG modeling is founded upon the 
observation that in order to capture the effects of supply chain strategies, it is necessary to 
construct a model at the individual facility level as opposed to at zonal level. In addition, 
it is necessary to identify the variables (preferably observable) that can be used to capture 
the characteristics of supply chain strategies employed at each facility.  

Conceptual Model of Supply Chain and Truck Trip Generation 
Figure 1 is a conceptual supply chain of a manufacturer that was developed based on the 
information gathered from literature in the business and logistics fields. The supply chain 
consists of the manufacturer, suppliers, and consumers.  Suppliers can be providers of 
raw materials, or maybe other manufacturers, value added assemblers, importers, or 
others. Consumers may include the end-consumers, distribution centers (DCs,) retailers, 
and others. The box in the center represents the logistics decision-making process. 
Strategic, tactical, and operational decision makings comprise the logistics system 
(Winser, 2003; Miller and de Matta, 2003). Based on the decision hierarchy of the 
logistics system, a business makes various decisions on inventory, distribution, 
production, sales, and replenishment or routing schedule to retail chains. However, 
businesses must be responsive to their customers and market demand.. Their decisions 
are partly dictated by the factors that they do not control. For example, businesses must 
respond to the conditions of various markets (e.g. fluctuations in consumer demand, 
seasonal demand spikes, labor, real estate, energy, and competitive pressures), consumer 
preferences, and government regulations. Consequently, truck trips connecting suppliers, 
firms, and customers are influenced by the complex interaction among those decisions, 
factors and constraints.   
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Figure 1. Conceptual Supply Chain and Truck Trip Generation  
 

Conceptual Truck Trip Generation Model 
While the literature review provided a high-level understanding of the relationship 
between the business decisions, supply chain systems, and TTG, more detailed 
knowledge of the day-to-day operations of the businesses was needed to formulate an 
actual model.  In order to obtain needed information, preliminary interviews with the 
experts from a manufacturing plant, a trucking company, and two logistics and supply 
chain  providers were conducted. Following is a list of the insights obtained from the 
interviews: 

• All interviewees agreed that a disaggregate TTG analysis at the site-specific level 

would capture the activities of individual facilities.  

• The experts recommended the retail sector, big-box stores in particular, as these 

facilities have sufficient volumes and activities where consistent trucking 

operations could be observed or estimated. Especially, the distribution centers 

(DCs) for those stores can be a rich data source for the activities of individual 

stores. The economic significance of the retail sector also makes these centers 

desirable subjects. 
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• Grocery stores were eliminated as the possible target for this research since, 

unlike big-box retailers, their supply chains are highly decentralized, making the 

data collection difficult if not impossible.  

• In general, major retailers operate their shipping and routing schedules based on 

highly standardized supply chain management schemes so that different sectors 

may share certain characteristics. 

• The number of employees and facility size are possibly important proxies for 

estimating the number of truck trips from a retail store. 

One of the interviewees stated that the most important variable is the customer demand, 
and logistics decisions are often in response to projected sales.  

Assimilating the knowledge from literature review and expert interviews, the resulting 
framework for the retail businesses, depicted in Figure 2 was developed. The small box 
on the top of the figure implies that the most important factor of freight truck demand is 
consumer demand for different types of goods. There are two relevant aspects of goods 
that can be used to categorize them in terms of TTG. The first is the velocity of inventory 
turns (e.g. slow-moving vs. fast-moving). The other is the weight-to-volume ratio. The 
goods that fill the capacity of a truck in terms of weight is called "weigh-out" goods, 
while those that face limitation from the cargo space is called "cube-out" goods. Today as 
a result of packaging characteristics most loads moving to retail stores cube out before 
they weigh out. It is typical that raw materials such as lumber, cement and bulk liquid 
chemicals weigh out before they cube out. The bottom of the middle box shows the 
variables that need to be considered in a TTG modeling process. The variables are 
classified as either long-term or short-term factors. The long-term factors include 
variables such as physical constraints of a facility and human resources. On the other 
hand, the short-term factors are associated with daily operations of a business. Such 
variables as replenishment schedule and sales information can be critical factors that 
determine the TTG.  

 

Data Collection 
Once the conceptual model was developed, the data for calibration and validation of the 
TTG model were collected. Due to the resource constraints and also following the 
recommendation made during the expert interviews, the data collection focused on the 
DCs and retail stores in the Midwestern states. Three survey methods were employed: a 
survey questionnaire, store visits, and phone contacts. The two data sets from the first 
provided the most detailed information on the amount of merchandise delivered to stores 
and the number of delivery trips per week per store.  In total, 426 stores from 9 national 
retail chains – 5 furniture chains and 4 shoe chains – were collected, as shown in Table 1.  

In addition, for each store in the database, a total of 37 socioeconomic variables were 
compiled from the Census Block Groups that are within a 6-mile radius from the store. 
These variables were considered to be the proxies for the consumer demand for each 
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store. Four different types of weights, based on the distance between each Census Block 
Group and the store, were applied to the socioeconomic variables.   
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Figure 2. Conceptual Model of Truck Trip Generation 
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Exploratory Data Analysis  
Prior to the model development, a series of exploratory analyses, using descriptive 
statistics, was conducted.  Several relevant observations are:  

• All the retailers in the database have highly standardized routing schedules 
throughout the year. Except for furniture chains A and E, other seven chains have 
the same number of deliveries for all the stores throughout the year (see Table 2). 

• For furniture chains A and E, some stores receive only one delivery per week 
while others receive two deliveries per week. Such standardization can be made 
possible by consolidating shipments and sourcing all items from a single 
distribution center.. 

• There is evidence that some furniture retailers are shifting from push to pull-
logistics. For example, we found that Furniture Chain C recently changed from 
twice-a-week replenishment using tractor-trailer units to daily replenishments 
using a parcel carrier. All the large furniture pieces are delivered directly to the 
customers from the DC 

 

Table 1. Survey Results 

 

Strategy Chains SIC* Response 
Rate

Number of 
Stores Advantage Disadvantage

Furniture A 5712 76 * Extremely low response rate
Shoe A 5661 259 * Time consuming
Apparel A 5632 n/a * No consistent information
Subtotal 335
Furniture B 2511 100% (4/4) 4 * Cooperative * No detail information
Furniture C 5719 100% (6/6) 6 * Time consuming
Furniture D 2512 100% (6/6) 12

Subtotal 100% (16/16) 22

Furniture E 5719 26.1% 
(13/36) 13 * Somewhat 

responsive * No detail information

Shoe B 5661 67.5% 
(27/40) 27 * Low cost

Shoe C 5661 50% (10/20) 10

Shoe D 3149 79.2% 
(19/24) 19

Subtotal 59% (69/117) 72

Total 426
* The definitions of 4-digit SIC 

5712 - Furniture Stores
5719 - Micellaneous Home Furnishings Stores
2511 - Wood Househod Furniture, except upholstered
2512 - Wood Household Furniture, upholster
5661 - Shoe Stores
3149 - Footwear, Except Rubber, Not Elsewhere Classified

Visiting Stores

Phone Survey 
(Individual Stores)

Distributing 
Survey 
Questionnaire to 
Distribution 

4% (3/75)
* Detailed 
replenishment 
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Table 2. Replenishment Schedules 

Business Replenishment 
deliveries per 
week 

Truck used SIC 

Furniture Chain A 1 or 2 Semi 5712 
Furniture Chain B 1 Semi 2511 
Furniture Chain C 5 UPS 5719 
Furniture Chain D 1 Semi 2512 
Furniture Chain E 1 or 2 Semi 5719 
Shoe Chain A 1 Semi 5611 
Shoe Chain B 2 Semi 5611 
Shoe Chain C 1 Semi 5611 
Shoe Chain D 1 Semi 3149 
 

• Standard industrial classification (SIC) is not a reliable scheme to categorize 
businesses in terms of replenishment frequencies. This implies that in order to 
develop a set of TTG models that covers the entire spectrum of businesses that 
generate truck trips, a new scheme to categorize them in terms of TTG 
characteristics must be developed (so that one TTG model can be used for all the 
businesses in each category). In Table 2 businesses that were similar would 
categorized differently by SIC code. 

According to the data source for Furniture Chain A, the most relevant determinants of the 
replenishment frequency was the type and location of each store. In general, the stores 
located in off-mall setting (i.e., customers can park directly in front of the stores) 
received more frequent replenishment than their mall-based counterparts due to their 
higher volume of sales and probably larger show room floor space. In addition, the 
"combo" stores that sell both regular and children's furniture tend to receive more 
frequent deliveries than the conventional stores. The analysis of replenishment 
frequencies for the Furniture Chain A stores generally supports such patterns although the 
store type (i.e., combo, conventional, or outlet) seems to have greater influence on the 
replenishment frequency than the location (i.e., mall or off-mall).   

Model Building 
The TTG model was developed using data from the two retail chains, Shoe Chain A and 
Furniture Chain A, that provided the most detailed information. The objective of the 
model building process was to answer the following questions: 

1. What are the variables that can be used to identify different supply chain 
strategies? 

2. What are the variables that can be used to predict customer demand at each store? 

3. What variables are the most appropriate independent variables for  a TTG model? 
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4. Are  TTG models fitted for one business, transferable to another business in the 
same retail sector? 

The model fitting techniques used in this study were rather unusual due to the fact that 
the datasets that were available for model building, although they were very detailed, 
came only from two businesses. This is somewhat analogous to having a panel dataset 
that contains very detailed information for only one subject. It is not possible to estimate 
the inter-subject variability based on the standard statistical techniques such as standard 
errors and hypothesis tests. Thus, the model building relied entirely on the goodness of fit 
measures such as pseudo-R-squared, and percent of correctly predicted responses, as well 
as the reasonableness of the coefficients.   

For Shoe Chain A, it was not possible to develop a TTG model since all the stores 
received one truck trip per week. Instead, a model that predicts the number of shoe 
cartons delivered per week to each store was developed to identify the variables that can 
be used to estimate the customer demand. Surprisingly, socioeconomic characteristics of 
the market shed were found to be poor determinants of customer demand. While the 
number of employees at each store was identified as the most important independent 
variable for estimating the customer demand, in general, the models generally showed 
poor levels of fit for the customer demand.    

The TTG model for Furniture Chain A was fitted with binomial logit regression.  The two 
best models, as shown in Table 3, with different sets of independent variables and 
weights for socioeconomic variables, showed adequate level of fit and generally 
replicated the replenishment frequencies of the stores included in the fitted data1. 
However, both models failed to identify a large portion of the stores that receive two 
replenishment deliveries per week. This will lead to an underestimation of truck trips 
generated. 

The two best models were applied to the data for Furniture Chain E for validation and to 
test the transferability. Since Furniture Chain E does not have the same type of store 
definitions as Furniture Chain A, a variant of the two models shown in Table E-3 was 
developed. The results showed that the best model, the variant of Model 22, correctly 
predicted the delivery frequency for 64% (7 out of 11) of stores. However, the model 
correctly estimated only 40% (2 out of 5) of stores that receive only one delivery per 
week. It should be noted however, that the fit of these variants were considerably poorer 
than the original models. For example, for Model 22, the pseudo R-squares dropped from 
0.5076 to 0.2182 when the store type was removed from the model. This underscores the 
importance of incorporating the independent variables into the TTG model that are able 
to capture the supply chain strategies of businesses.  

The findings from the model building generally supports the conceptual TTG model for 
big-box retail chains, shown in Figure E-2, except for the role played by the customer 
demand. Including the variables that capture customer demand, the number of employees 
or sales, in the models had little effect on the performance. In some cases, dropping those 

                                                 
1 The dependent variable for the TTG models was the frequency of 
deliveries/replenishments. Each delivery/replenishment generates two truck trip ends 
(attraction and production). 
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variables actually improved the model's ability to predict the stores with twice-a-week 
replenishment schedules. On the other hand, the role of the store type and location, key 
factors of supply chain decisions according to a survey respondent, turned out to be even 
more significant than our initial expectation. In fact, it is possible to correctly predict 
delivery frequencies for over 85% of the stores in the Furniture Chain A dataset using 
only the store type and location dummy variables.  

Table 3. Model Fit and Performance 

Model  
Model 21 Model 22 

N 58 58 
Variables employee, off-mall dummy, outlet 

dummy, conventional store dummy, 
pop. in high income grp.*, median 
age*, median income2* 

sales, off-mall dummy, outlet 
dummy, conventional store 
dummy, pop. density*, pop. 
in low income grp.*, median 
age*,  
total income-1*  

Pseudo-R2 0.5602 0.5076 
2 delivery 
stores (% 
correct)** 

57.14% 64.29% 

1 delivery 
stores (% 
correct)** 

97.73% 100% 

Overall % 
correct** 

87.93% 91.38% 

* weighted 
** for calibration dataset (Furniture Chain A) 
    

Implications 
This research proposed a new generation of truck trip generation (TTG) modeling. 
Unique features of the proposed model, compared against existing TTG models, are: 1) it 
was developed at individual facility level, and 2) it was designed to capture the effects of 
supply chain strategies on the truck trip generation.  

The knowledge gained during the data collection process brought valuable insights into 
the relationship between the business strategies concerning logistics and supply chain 
management and the TTG characteristics of businesses. The knowledge building process 
also taught us that a closer cooperation between the private sector and academia is 
absolutely critical for the development of better analytical tools to address increasing 
truck trips in urban areas.  

The findings presented in this report underscore various shortcomings of existing 
methods. As shown in Table 4, the ITE method severely overestimated the truck trip ends 
while our TTG models produced reasonably accurate estimates.  
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Table 4. Comparison of TTG Models Versus ITE Trip Generation Method 

  Furniture Chain A Furniture Chain E 
Number of stores 58 11 

  
Total number of truck trip ends per 
week 

Model 23 (I-1) 126 34 
Model 24 (II-1) 124 38 
Model 21 W/O types (I-4) 132 40 
Model 22 W/O types (II-4) 126 42 
ITE (based on number of 
employees) 2265 588  

Actual 144 34 
   
 

We found that commonly used independent variables such as the store floor space or the 
number of employees are poor predictor of truck trip generation at retail stores. Although 
our study covered only two retail chains, this was consistent for both cases. 
Consequently, it is reasonable to suspect that current traffic studies and infrastructure 
planning activities that rely on such independent variables contain a large margin of error. 
Furthermore, for small-scale traffic studies, collecting such information may be rather 
wasteful since one can predict the TTG potential of a facility by simply asking the supply 
chain strategies of prospective tenant or collecting data on similar facilities operated by 
the tenant.  

We also found that TTG characteristics can vary considerably within the same retail 
sector, e.g. furniture stores, depending on the supply chain strategy adopted. Since 
existing methods, e.g., ITE trip generation, categorize businesses based on the 
commodities or services being offered, this can introduce another source of error. Thus, 
for advancing the new-generation TTG model to the application stage, the development 
of an appropriate classification system is imperative.  

Recommendations 
The findings from this study suggest a future direction for TTG modeling. Empirical 
data, although limited, validated the potential of building a disaggregate TTG model at 
the individual store level. Inclusion of location and store type dummy variables almost 
always improved model's predictive power, often dramatically. It should be noted that 
store location and types are physical characteristics that are easily observed, while 
identification of attributes such as floor space, the number of employees, or sales is more 
difficult to obtain.  Since current data collection approaches that rely on land use 
information or development plans are not effective in gathering the aforementioned type 
of data, a whole new data collection strategy must be developed to support new TTG 
models.  

The successful development of the new generation of TTG models will rest on the 
availability of data. Although a considerable amount of resources were spent on data 
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collection, we did not obtain sufficient number of datasets to cover broad types of 
retailers. Also, the validation and the evaluation of the transferability of the model were 
limited by the data availability. Considering the proprietary nature of the data required to 
build the TTG models, it is our opinion that the development of the new generation 
models cannot be carried out without strong support from the public sector and also 
industry participants and trade organizations. We were fortunate to receive support from 
organizations such as the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals to identify 
best practices in the industry. If individual companies could provide neutral trade 
associations or third parties with truck trip data a more robust analysis could be more 
meaningful.     
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